
Our company is looking to fill the role of americas operations. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for americas operations

Develop the work plans required to deliver the solution, and participate in
the delivery of the solution
Function as the liaison between operational/business stakeholders and the
technology teams
Create test scripts, work with all respective stakeholders, coordinate testing
and training processes, and develop respective documentation and materials
Prepare and present program-related status materials and key performance
indicators to operational managers and stakeholders
Adhere to defined methodology and best practice for analysis and
documentation throughout the requirement gathering phase
Help drive solutions with external service providers such as Record Keepers,
Transfer Agents, Custodians, Fund Accountants and other third party service
providers
Drive optimal in-stock and inventory weeks of supply to maximize revenue
opportunities
Partner closely with the Retail team, acting as the main Supply Chain
representative, identifying and then driving Supply Chain plans and joint
value strategies
Ensure that key channel metrics are understood and actioned accordingly,
including root cause investigation and leading the cross-team efforts
necessary to drive improvement
What are the MS Store strategies and how can Supply Chain enable these
strategies to drive win/win business solutions?
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Ability to process, organize, and analyze complex data and information,
resulting in the synthesis of a root cause analysis or an optimal solution
approach
Ability to challenge and drive results, effectively manage competing
deliverables and meet tight deadlines in a high pressure environment
Experience as a Business Analyst, Consultant, or related role
Knowledge and understanding of Investment Management Operations and
the project lifecycle
Bachelor or Master degree in Management Information Systems (MIS),
Computer Science, Operational Research, or Business Administration (or
concentration in any of those)
3-5 years of experience working within an Asset Management organization


